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ABSTRACT 

The Computation of Optimal Controls 

in the Presence of 

Equality Nondifferential Constraints 

by 

James R. Cloutier 

An algorithm is developed to solve optimal control problems involving 

a functional I subject to differential constraints, terminal constraints, and equality 

nondifferential constraints. The algorithm is composed of a sequence of cycles, 

each cycle consisting of two phases, a gradient phase and a restoration phase. 

The gradient phase involves a single iteration and is designed to decrease the 

value of the functional while satisfying the constraints to first order. During 

this iteration, the gradient is projected onto the tangential hyperplane of the con¬ 

straints, and a step is taken in the negative direction of the projection. The 

restoration phase involves one or more iterations and is designed to restore the 

constraints to a predetermined accuracy while minimizing the norm of the vari¬ 

ations of-the control and the parameter. To achieve this constraint satisfaction, 

quasilinearization (Newton's method) is employed. 

The gradient stepsize is chosen sufficiently small so that the restor¬ 

ation phase preserves the descent property of the gradient phase. This is pos¬ 

sible due to the fact that the gradient corrections are of 0(a ) while the restor- 
g 

2 A 

ation corrections are of 0(a ). Thus, the value of the functional f at the end of 
g 

any cycle is smaller than the value of the functional I at the beginning of the cycle. 
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The restoration phase is terminated, or bypassed as the case may be, 

whenever the norm of the error in the constraints is less than its predetermined 

tolerance. Convergence is attained whenever both the above norm and the norm 

of the error in the first-order optimality conditions are less than their pre¬ 

determined tolerances, > respectively. 

To facilitate numerical integrations, the interval of integration is 

normalized to unit length. Variable-time terminal conditions are transformed 

into fixed-time terminal conditions. The actual time T at which the terminal 

boundary is reached then becomes a parameter to be optimized. 

Two numerical examples substantiating the theory are presented. 
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1. Introduction 

Many numerical techniques have been devised to solve the standard 

Bolza-type optimal control problem involving a functional I subject to differential 

constraints and terminal constraints. Among those of the gradient type, the 

sequential gradient-restoration algorithm as defined by Miele et al. in Ref. 1 

has proved to be very successful. This thesis extends the concepts developed 

in Ref. 1 to the case in which the state x(p), the control u(p), and the parameter 

TT must satisfy not only differential and terminal constraints, but also equality 

nondifferential constraints everywhere along the interval of integration. 

The algorithm defined herein consists of a sequence of gradient-restor¬ 

ation cycles. The gradient portion of each cycle involves a single iteration and 

is designed to decrease the value of the functional while satisfying the constraints 

to first order. During this iteration, the gradient is projected onto the tangential 

hyperplane of the constraints, and a step is taken in the negative direction of the 

projection. The restoration portion of each cycle involves one or more iterations 

and is designed to restore the constraints to a predetermined accuracy while 

minimizing the norm of the variations of the control and the parameter. To 

achieve this constraint satisfaction, quasilinearization (Newton’s method) is employed. 

The algorithm is characterized by two main properties. First, at the 

end of each gradient-restoration cycle, the trajectories satisfy the constraints 

to a given accuracy. Thus, a sequence of feasible suboptimal solutions is pro¬ 

duced. Second, due to the fact that the gradient corrections are of 0(a ) while 
ë 

2 
the restoration corrections are of 0(a ), the gradient stepsize a can be chosen 

ë ë 

sufficiently small so that the restoration phase preserves the descent property 
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of the gradient phase. Thus, the value of the functional I at the end of any 

cycle is smaller than the value of the functional I at the beginning of the cycle. 
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2. Formulation of the Problem 

The problem that we wish to solve numerically is the following . Mini¬ 

mize the functional 

I = \ f*(x, u,W, P)dp + [g*(x,?f, P)1 (1) 
J0 T 

with respect to the state x(Q), the control u(p), and the parameters TT and T , 

subject to the differential constraint ' 

t dx/dp = CJV(X,U,Tï; P), 0 4 P <: T (2) 

the equality nondifferential constraint 

E^fx, u, Tf, p) = 0 , 0 s p s T (3) 

and the boundary conditions 

(x)8 = given , [♦*(»,TÎ, P)]T = 0 (4) 

In the above equations, the functions f* and g+ are scalar, the function 

cp* is an n-vector, the function E* is a k-vector, and the function ty* is a q-vector. 

The independent variable is the actual time p, while the dependent variables are 

the n-vector state x, the m-vector control u, the p’-vector parameter T?> and the 

scalar parameter T. At the initial time P = 0, n scalar relations are specified. 

At the final time P = T, q scalar relations are specified, where q ■£. n + p if T is 
> 

fixed and q^n+'p+lifris free. 

To facilitate the implementation of the algorithm on a digital computer, 

we replace the actual time p with the normalized time t. The latter is defined 
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in such a way that the interval of integration is of unit length. Thus, in norm¬ 

alized form, t = 0 denotes the time at which the initial boundary (4-1) is left and 

t = 1 denotes the time at which the terminal boundary (4-2) is reached. The 

following linear relation allows passage from the normalized time t to the actual 

time ft 

0 = Tt, 0 £ t ^ 1 (5) 

The fact that the normalized final time (t=l) is fixed does not cause any 

loss of generality in the problem. If the actual final time is free, T simply be¬ 

comes a parameter to be optimized in the transformed problem. In view of this, 

we define the p-vector parameter 

TT=TT or TT=£ ™ J (6) 

where (6-1) holds if T is fixed and (6-2) holds if T is free. 

In addition to the normalized time t and the parameter TT, we define the 

following functions: 

f(x,U,TT,t) = Tf*(x,U,TT, 6) , Ostsl (7) 

<*(X,U,TT,t) = T^X, U,Tf, 0) , 0 st £ 1 (8) 

E(x, U, TT, t) = E#(x, U, TT, P) , 0 £ t £ 1 (9) 

g(X,TT,t) = g*(x,ÎT, P) (10) 

ty(x, TT, t) =t*(x,rr, 0) (11) 

Under the above transformation and definitions, Problem (l)-(4) can be 

reformulated as follows: Minimize the functional 
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f f(x, u, TT, t)dt + [g(X, IT, t)] 
Jo 

(12) 

with respect to the state x(t), the control u(t), and the parameter TT subject to 

the differential constraint 

x = tp(x,u,TT,t) , 0£t<;l (13) 

the equality nondifferential constraint 

E(x, u, TT, t) = 0 , 0£t£l (14) 

and the boundary conditions 

(x)Q = given , [MX,TT, t)]j = 0 (15) 

The Lagrangian* of problem (12)-(15) is given by 

J = f [f + XT(x - cp) + pTE]dt + (g + nT*) (16) 
J0 1 

where X(t) is a variable Lagrange multiplier (an n-vector), p(t) is a variable 

Lagrange multiplier (a k-vector), and \x is a constant Lagrange multiplier (a q-vector). 

From Lagrangian theory, we know that problem (12)-(15) can be recast 

as that of minimizing J with respect to the state x(t), the control u(t), and the 

parameter TT subject to (13)-(15). To free J of its explicit dependence upon x, we 

integrate Eq. (16) by parts. The Lagrangian (or-augmented functional) then 

becomes 

J = J (-XTx + f - XTcp+ pTE)dt - (XTx)0 + (XTx + g + uT(i)1 (17) 

*In Eq. (16), it is tacitly assumed that the initial condition (15-1) is satisfied. 
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2 
Taking the first variation of J, we have 

ÔJ = f (f - cp X+ E p - X)Tûxdt+ 1 (f - cp X+ E p)TAudt (18) 
JQ X JC X JQ u m u 

1 T 
+ [J0

(fW ' V + V1* + <STT + ♦ A] 4" + [<X + + V0' 

Since the variations Ax(t), Au(t), and ATT are free, the following conditions 

must be satisfied for the first variation of J to vanish: 

X-f + cp X - E p = 0 , X Yx X 
Ostsl (19) 

W+Eup"0, 0 < t £ 1 (20) 

J J (tn • V + V)dt + <g
TT + * A= 0 (21) 

(>-+gx++A = 0 (22) 

Thus, we seek functions x(t), u(t), TT and multipliers X(t), p(t), p. which satisfy the 

constraints (13)-(15) and the optimality conditions (19)-(22). 

Approximate Methods 

In general, the differential system (13)-(15) and (19)-(22) is nonlinear. 

Therefore some type of iterative approximation must be employed in its solution. 

For this purpose, let us define the scalar functionals P and Q which denote the 

error in the constraints and the error in the optimality conditions, respectively. 

We have 

r1 r1 

P = N(x - cp)dt + N(E)dt + N(\Jr)1 Jo Jo 1 
(23) 

2 In Eq. (18), it is tacitly assumed that (AX)Q 0 . 
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Q = Jo N(X - fx + cpxX - Exp)dt + J^N(fu - cpuX + Eup)dt 

+ N[J (f^ - Cp^X + E^p)dt + (g^ + i)rTTPÏ1] + N(X + gx + ijyi^ (24) 

where N(. ) denotes the square of the vector norm, i.e., 

N(a) = aTa (25) 

for given vector a. 

For the optimal solution, P = 0 and Q = 0. For an approximation to the 

optimal solution, 

P £ ex , Q s e2 (26) 

where e and e„ are small, preselected numbers. 
JL Z 

3. Sequential Gradient-Restoration Algorithm 

The algorithm which is constructed to solve problem (12)-(15) is an 

extension of the sequential gradient-restoration algorithm of Ref. 1. The al¬ 

gorithm consists of a sequence of two-phase processes or cycles, each composed 

of a gradient phase and a restoration phase. 

For any iteration of the gradient phase or the restoration phase, let 
fw M M 

x(t), u(t), TT denote the nominal functions and let x(t), u(t), TT denote the varied 

functions. Furthermore, let a denote the stepsize and let A(t), B(t), C denote 

displacements per unit stepsize. Then, 

X(t) = X(t) + £x(t) , U(t) = U(t) + Au(t) , TT = TT + ATT (27) 
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and 

Ax(t) = aA(t), Au(t) = aB(t), ATT = aC (28) 

which imply 

x(t) = x(t) + aA.(t), u(t) = u(t) + aB(t) , fr = rr + aC (30) 

It will be seen that the variations Ax(t), Aüjjt), Air are selected sd as to 

achieve a reduction in the functional I or the augmented functional J at the end 

of each cycle while satisfying the constraints to a predetermined accuracy. 

3.1. Gradient Phase. The gradient phase is started only when Ineq. (26-1) 

is satiified and involves a single iteration. In this iteration, the objective is to 

reduce the functional I or the augmented functional J while satisfying the con¬ 

straints to first order. During this iteration, the gradient is projected onto the 

tangential hyperplane of the constraints, and a step is taken in the negative direction 

of the projection. 

Suppose that nominal functions x(t), u(t), TT satisfying (13)-(15) are avail¬ 

able. Let x(t), u(t), rr denote varied functions also satisfying (13)-(15). To first 

order, the perturbations Ax(t), Au(t), Arr must satisfy the linearized constraint 

equations 

• ^ ’J1 'J1 

Ax - çpx AX - cpu Au - ATT = 0 , 0 £ t £ 1 (31) 

E^AX + E^AU + E^ATT = 0 , 0 £ t £ 1 (32) xu U rr 

and the linearized boundary conditions 
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(AX)Q = 0 , (i|t Ax + i|f ATT), = 0 
X TT J- 

T ,T 
(33) 

In order to ensure a decrease in the augmented functional J, we must 

have Aj < 0 , where Aj denotes the total variation of J caused by the perturbations 

Ax(t), Au(t), ATT. This inequality can be énforced at every iteration providing 

the stepsize a is sufficiently small and' fj < 0 , where fj denotes the first variation 

of J. By inspection of (18), we see that fj can be made negative if the variations 

Au(t), ATT and the multipliers X(t), p(t), \i satisfy the following equations: 

Au = -ct(f - m X + E p), 
u u uK Ostsl (34) 

(35) 

(36) 

(X + gx+W° 
(37) 

Equations (3l)-(33) imply that 

61= 6J (38) 

while Eqs. (34)-(37) imply that 

6J= -oQ (39) 

where Q, the error in the pptimâlity* conditions, ireduces to 

By noting that Q > 0 , we can see from Eqs. (38)-(39) that a descent pro¬ 

perty on both the augmented functional J and the functional I is attained. Equations 

(3l)-(33), in combination with Eqs. (34)-(37), uniquely define the variations of 
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the gradient phase. 

At the end of the gradient phase, the varied functions x(t), u(t), TT are 

known and the varied constraint error P can be computed with Eq. (23). If P 

satisfies Ineq. (26-1), the gradient phase is repeated using the varied functions 

x(t), u(t), TT of the previous gradient phase for nominal functions. If Ineq. (26-1) 

is violated, a restoration phase must be employed prior to repeating the gradient 

phase. 

3.2. Restoration Phase. As mentioned above, the restoration phase 

is started only when Ineq. (26-1) is viblated. During this restoration phase, the 

objective is to reduce the constraint error P to a level compatible with Ineq. 

(26-1) while preserving the descent property of the gradient phase. To achieve this 

constraint satisfaction, quasilinearization (Newton’s method) is employed. 

While the gradient phase involves a single iteration, the restoration 

phase may involve several iterations. This is due to the fact that the constraint 

equations (13)-(15) are considered only in linearized form during the restoration 

phase. In each restorative iteration, the objective is to reduce the functional P 

while satisfying the constraints to first order and while minimizing the norm of 

the variations of the control and the parameter. The restoration phase is ter¬ 

minated whenever Ineq. (26-1) is satisfied. 
M ** 

For the first restorative iteration, the varied functions x(t), u(t), TT of 

the previous gradient phase are used for nominal functions. For any subsequent 

restorative iteration, the varied functions x(t), u(t), tr of the previous restor¬ 

ative iteration are used for nominal functions. 
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Let x(t), u(t)', TT denote nominal functions satisfying condition (15-1), and 

let x(t), u(t), rf denote varied functions satisfying (13)-(15). To first order, the 

perturbations Ax(t), Au(t), ATT must satisfy the linearized constraint equations 

• T T T Ax " <Px Ax - CPU AU - cf^ATT + a(x-çp) = 0 , Oütsl (41) 

E^AX + E
T

AU + E^ATT + aE = 0 , 
X U TT 

Ostsl (42) 

and the linearized boundary conditions 

(AX)Q = 0 , (£* + i^Arr + ai|i)^ = 0 (43) 

where a denotes a scaling factor (restoration stepsize) in the range 0 £ a < 1. 

In order to ensure a decrease in the functional P, we must have AP < 0. 

This inequality can be enforced at every iteration providing the stepsize a is 

sufficiently small and AP < 0, The first variation of P is given by 

When the variations defined by (41)-(43) are employed, the first variation 

of the constraint error (23) becomes 

AP = -2cxP (45) 

Since P > 0 , Eq. (45) shows that AP < 0. Hence, for a sufficiently small, a de¬ 

crease in the constraint error P is attained. 
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In order to uniquely define the restorative iteration, an additional re¬ 

quirement must be introduced. We require that the restoration be accomplished 

while minimizing the norm of the variations of (he control and the parameter. 

Thus, we seek the minimum of the quadratic functional 

K = f Au^Audt + ATT
T
ATT (46) 

J0 

with respect to the perturbations Ax(t), Au(t), ATT subject to the linearized con¬ 

straints (4l)-(42) and the linearized boundary conditions (43). From calculus 

of variations, we know that the solution minimizing (46) subject to (4l)-(43) must 

satisfy the following optimality conditions: 

AU =< q(cpuX - Eup), Osjr^l (47) 

ATT = cfJ^X - E^p)dt - (Jr^] (48) 

X + CD X - E p = 0 , 0 £ t £ 1 (49) 
X X 

(50) 

Equations (4l)-(43), in combination with Eqs. (47)-(50), uniquely define the vari¬ 

ations of the restoration phase. 

3.3. General Form of the Variations of a Cycle. Upon comparing the vari¬ 

ations of the gradient phase [Eqs. (31)-(33) and (34)-(37)] with those of the re¬ 

storation phase [Eqs. (4l)-(43) and (47)-(50)] it can be seen that the two sets of 

variations are quite similar. The sequential gradient-restoration algorithm can 

be made computationally efficient by taking advantage of this similarity. These 

3 
Eqs. (41)-(43) admit an infinite number of solutions. 
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two sets of variations can be embedded in a one-parameter family of variations 

in which the parameter (3 has the following values: 

P = 1 during the gradient phase 

P = 0 during the restoration phase 
(51) 

The variations of a cycle can then be represented in the following general form: 

• T T T . 
Ax - CD Ax - CD AU - Cp ATT + co(l - p Xx - cp) = 0 , 

A U TT 
0 <;t s:l (52) 

ETAX + ETAU + ETATT+ oo(l-P )E = 0 , 
X U TT ^ r 0 £t s;l (53) 

(Ax) = 0 , [I(IJAX + + o(l-p .HL = 0 
O X TT u 1 

(54) 

Au= -a(p fu -cpuX + Eup) , 0 £t s; 1 (55) 

2Tt = “°f f ^ MT " ^ + Errp^dC + ^ grT+ V^l] (56) 

X - P:
f
x + cpxX - Exp = 0 , Ost^l (57) 

<X + 3 £x + = 0 (58) 

!qs. (28), Eqs. (52)-(58) can be rewritten as 

* - p )(i-cp)=0, O^t^l (59) 

E
T

A + E
T

B + E
T

C + (1 - p )E = 0 , 
X U TT 

0 £t <:1 (60) 

(A) = 0 , DlrTA + 4I
T

C + (1-p )i|rl = 0 u X TT 1 
(61) 

B= -(P/u -cpuX + Eup), Ostil (62) 

C = {J0
(e f

„ - V + V)dt + <B E
n+ V>l] (63) 

i-ef + cp x - E p = o, 
X ^x XK 

0 £t <; 1 (64) 
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(X+ p gx + = 0 (65) 

3,4. Linear, Two-Point Boundary-Value Problem. Equations (59)-(65) 

form a two-member family of linear, two-point boundary-value problems. The 

linear system obtained by setting p = 1 defines the variations per unit stepsize 

of the gradient phase. The linear system obtained by setting P = 0 defines the 

variations per unit stepsize of the restoration phase. These l inear, two-point 

boundary-value problems can be solved in the same way. 

We integrate the differential system under consideration n + p + 1 times 

using a forward integration scheme in combination with the method of particular 

solutions (Refs. 4-7). In each integration (subscript i), we assign a different 

set of values to the n-vector X(0) and the p-vector C, specifically, 

X.(0) = [6., , ft 6. ]T , C. = [6.. Ô.. ... , ftv , JT (66) 
i il i2 m i L i(n+l) i(n+2) i(n+p)J 

where i = 1,2, ... , n + p+1 and where the Kronecker delta 6.. is such that 
ij 

6.. = 1 if i = j , 6.. = 0 if i^j (67) 

With the above vectors specified, the differential system is integrated forward 

employing (a) Eqs. (59), (60) ,(61-1), (62), (64) and bypassing (b) Eqs. (61-2), (63), 

(65). In this way, one obtains the particular solutions 

A.(t), B.(t), Ct , i = 1,2, ... , n + p+1 (68) 

i = 1,2, ... , n + p + 1 (69) 

Now, consider the linear combinations 
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A(t) = Ek^t) , B(t) = Hc.Bt(t) , C = rk.C. (70) 

X(t) = Xk.X.(t) , p(t) = nciP.(t) (71) 

where the summation is taken over the index i. Here, the symbols k. denote 

undetermined, scalar constants. These linear combinations satisfy conditions 

(a) providing 

Tki = 1 (72) 

and satisfy conditions (b) providing 

ai(*xAt+*ICi)l + [(1'W1l = 0’ + (73> 

*[S0K\ - Vi • Ve - ci! - <Viu • «Vi -0 (74) 

The linear system (72)-(74) contains n + p + q + 1 equations in which the unknowns 

are the n + p + 1 constants k. and the q components of the multiplier p. 

Upon determining the constants k. , two methods for constructing the 

solution of the linear, two-point boundary-value problem are possible. The first 

method requires the saving of the n + p + 1 particular solutions (68)-(69). In 

this case, the composite solution can be obtained directly via Eqs. (70)-(71). 

The second method requires the saving of the initial conditions (66) employed to 

generate the particular solutions. In this case , the composite solution is ob¬ 

tained by first using the constants k. to define X(0) and C and then integrating the 

linear differential system forward once more. The latter technique requires less 

computer storage and is used in the examples of this thesis. 

3.5. Stepsize Determination. From the solution of the linear, two-point 
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boundary-value problem, the functions A(t), B(t), C and the multipliers X(t), 

p(t), p, are known. With these functions, one forms the one-parameter family 

of solutions (30) for which the augmented functional J and the constraint error 

P take the following form: 

J = f(a), P = P(a) (75) 

Then, a one-dimensional search scheme is employed. The type of search scheme 

used depends upon the phase. 

In the gradient phase, a must be selected in such a way that the in¬ 

equality 

J(a) < J(0) (76) 

is satisfied while keeping 

P(a)*e3 and r(a) * 0 (77) 

Here, is a small, preselected number. Satisfaction of (76) is guaranteed by 

the descent property of the gradient phase. Satisfaction of (77-1) is desirable 

in order to limit the constraint violation which is due to the use of the linearized 

constraint equations (31)-(33). Satisfaction of (77-2) is automatic in problems 

where the actual final time T is fixed and is required in problems where the 

actual final time is free. 

Any violation of the above inequalities necessitates a reduction in the 

size of a. Such a reduction can be obtained by employing a bisection process, 

starting from a suitably chosen reference stepsize a = aQ. 
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The gradient phase reference stepsize is determined by finding the 

minimum of J(a) with respect to a , under the assumption that J(a) has a quadratic 

representation. Thus, let J(a) be represented by 

J(a)= K0 + Kia+K2a2 (78) 

and let the coefficients of the quadratic be determined from the values of the 

ordinate and the slope at a = 0 and the value of the ordinate at a = 1. This yields 

the relations 

KOHKQ, Jo(0) = Kl, J(1)=KQ + K1 + K2 (79) 

Since J (0) = -Q, we have 
a 

K0=f(0), K1 = -Q, K2 = J(1)-J(0) + Q (80) 

With the coefficients known, two possibilities exist; either >0 or 0. 

If K2 > 0 , the quadratic function (78) has a minimum for the gradient stepsize 

value a= -1^/2^. IfK2 <0 , the quadratic function does not possess a minimum. 

This suggests the use of the following reference stepsize in the gradient phase: 

a =-K /2K if K >0 o i / i (gl) 

a = 1 if K0 <0 
O L 

In the restoration phase, a must be selected in such a way that the in¬ 

equality 

P(a) < P(0) (82) 
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is satisfied while keeping 

T(a) ^ 0 (83) 

Satisfaction of Ineqs. (82) and (83) is guaranteed for a sufficiently small. Any 

violation of the above inequalities necessitates a reduction in the size of ou Again, 

such a reduction can be obtained by employing a bisection process, starting from 

a suitably chosen reference stepsize a= aQ. 

The restoration phase reference stepsize is obtained by setting = 1. 

3.6. Descent Property. After completing a gradient-restoration cycle, 

we must check to see if the restoration phase has preserved the descent property 

of the gradient phase. Let I denote the value of the functional (12) at the begin- 
A 

ning of the gradient phase and let I denote the value of (12) at the end of the 

restoration phase. We would like to have 

I<I (84) 

If Ineq. (84) is satisfied at the end of the restoration phase, the next gradient 

phase is started. If Ineq. (84) is violated, one returns to the previous gradient 

4 phase and reduces the gradient stepsize until, after restoration, Ineq. (84) is 

satisfied. 

That the above procedure leads to satisfaction of Ineq. (84) is guaran¬ 

teed by the fact that the gradient corrections are of 0(a ) while the restoration 
ë 

2 
corrections are 0(o. ). Hence, if the gradient stepsize a is sufficiently small, 

ë S 
the restoration phase preserves the descent property of the gradient phase. 

For example, one can use a bisection process. 
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4. Numerical Computations 

In order to substantiate the theory, two numerical examples were con¬ 

sidered. The algorithm was programmed in FORTRAN IV. Double-precision 

arithmetic was used. 

The problems were solved on the Rice University IBM 370/155 digital 

computer. In each case, the interval of integration was divided into 50 steps. 

The differential equations were integrated by Hamming's modified predictor-cor 

rector method using a special Runge-Kutta starting procedure. The definite 

integrals I, J, P, Q were computed by a modified Simpson’s rule. 

The determination of the gradient stepsize or the restoration stepsize 

was performed in accordance with Section 3.5. For the gradient phase, the 

stepsize was subject to the inequalities. 

J~(cc) < J(0), P(a) si, T(a) * 0 (85) 

For the restoration phase, the stepsize was subject to the inequalities 

P(a) < P(0), f(a) > 0 (86) 

The restoration phase was terminated whenever 

P(a) s 10 
-8 (87) 

Convergence of the algorithm was defined by 

Ps 10 
-8 Q s 10 

-4 
(88) 
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Nonconvergence of the algorithm was defined by 

(a) N > 50 (89-1) 

(b) N > 10 (89-2) 
s 

where N is the number of iterations and N is the number of bisections of the s 

stepsize a required to satisfy Ineqs. (85) or (86). 

Example 4.1. Consider the problem of minimizing the functional^ 

I = T (90) 

with resepct to the state variables x( 0), y(p), z(G), the control variables u(0), 

v( p), and the parameter T which satisfy the differential constraints 

dx/dp = zu , dy/dp = zv , dz/dp = v (91) 

the equality nondifferential constraint 

u2 + v2 - 1 = 0 (92) 

and the boundary conditions 

x(0) = 0, y(0) = 0, z(0) = 0 (93) 

X(T) = 1 (94) 

Introduce the normalized time t = 0/T. Then, problem (90)-(94) becomes 

that of minimizing the functional 

I = T (95) 

^This is a reformulation of the classical brachistochronic problem. 
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with respect to the state variables x(t), y(t), z(t), the control variables u(t), 

v(t), and the parameter T subject to 

x = TZU , ÿ = TZV , z = Tv (96) 

u2 + v2 - 1 = 0 (97) 

x(0) = 0 , y(0) = 0 , z(0) = 0 (98) 

x(l) = 1 (99) 

In this problem f 

n = 3 , m = 2 , p = 1 (100) 

k = 1 , q = 1 (101) 

Since n + p + 1 = 5 , five particular solutions are needed for each gradient or 

restorative iteration. 

This problem is characterized by the following analytical solutions: 

x = t-(t/TT) sin (nt) , y = (2/TT) sin2 (nt/2), z = (2/^/n) sin (nt/2) (102) 

u = sin(TTt/2) , v = cos(îit/2) (103) 

T = ^/TT (104) 

and the minimum value of the functional is 

1 = ^= 1.7724 (105) 

Assume the nominal functions 
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o
 II 

N
 *
 

O
 

11 >%
 

il 

X
 (106) 

U = 1 , V = 1 (107) 

T = 1 (108) 

which are consistent with the boundary conditions (98)-(99) but violate the con¬ 

straints (96)-(97). Since these nominal functions do not constitute a feasible 

solution, the algorithm starts with a restoration phase. After a total of N = 10 

iterations the algorithm has converged to the required accuracy. Tables 1-3 

show the convergence history, the optimal control variables, and the optimal 

state variables, respectively. 



N 
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1 
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9 
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Table 1. Convergence history for Example 4.1. 

Phase P Q I 

Rest 0.3000 E+01 1.0000 
Rest 0.1139 E+01 1.7500 
Rest 0.7271 E-02 1.8499 
Rest 0.2194 E-04 1.8898 
Grad 0.3076 E-09 0.4403 E+00 1.8930 
Rest 0.3489 E+00 1.5137 
Rest 0.1078 E-02 1.7493 
Rest 0.5449 E-07 1.7737 
Grad 0.1405 E-15 0.6377 E-02 1.7739 
Rest 0.4785 E-05 1.7709 
Grad 0.2511 E-ll 0.7819 E-04 1.7724 
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Table 2. Optimal control variables for Example 4.1. 

t U V 

0.0 0.0000 1.0000 
0.1 0.1546 0.9879 
0.2 0.3058 0.9520 
0.3 0.4500 0.8930 
0.4 0.5837 0.8119 
0.5 0.7038 0.7103 
0.6 0.8070 0.5904 
0.7 0.8905 0.4548 
0.8 0.9517 0.3067 
0.9 0.9887 0.1497 
1.0 0.9999 -0.0118 

T = 1.7724 

Table 3. Optimal state variables for Example 4.1. 

t x y z 

0.0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
0.1 0.0016 0.0155 0.1765 
0.2 0.0127 0.0608 0.3488 
0.3 0.0420 0.1314 0.5126 
0.4 0.0965 0.2205 0.6640 
0.5 0.1805 0.3194 0.7992 
0.6 0.2959 0.4184 0.9148 
0.7 0.4413 0.5076 1.0076 
0.8 0.6121 0.5781 1.0753 
0.9 0.8013 0.6225 1.1158 
1.0 1.0000 0.6363 1.1281 
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g 
Example 4.2. Consider the problem of minimizing the functional 

1= -f (u+v)dt 
J0 

(109) 

with respect to the state variables x(t), z(t), and the control variables u(t), v(t) 

which satisfy the differential constraints 

2 c 2 x = -x , z = -5z (110) 

the nondifferential constraint 

(u + v)/2 - 3xu/(u + 3x) - 6zv/(v + 6z) = 0 (HI) 

and the boundary conditions 

x(0) = 1 , z(0) * x(l) (112) 

Introduce the auxiliary parameter rr = z(0) and the auxiliary state vari¬ 

able y = Z/TT. Then, problem (109)-(112) becomes that of minimizing the func¬ 

tional 

1 = (u + v)dt (113) 

with respect to the state variables x(t), y(t), the control variables u(t), v(t), and 

the parameter TT subject to 

• 2 • _ 2 x = -x , y = -5ny 

(u + v)/2 - 3xu/(u + 3x) - 6nyv/(v + 6ny) = 0 

x(0) = 1 , y(0) = 1 

X(l) = TT 

(114) 

(115) 

(116) 

(117) 

^This problem occurs in the study of some chemical engineering processes (Ref. 8). 
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In this problem, 

n = 2, m = 2, p = 1 (118) 

k = 1 , q = 1 (119) 

Since n + p + 1 = 4, four particular solutions are needed for each gradient or 

restorative iteration. 

This problem is characterized by the following analytical solutions: 

X = 1/(1 + t) , y = 2/(2 + 5t) (120) 

u - 3/(1 + t), v = 6/(2 + 5t) (121) 

TT= 1/2 (122) 

and the minimum value of the functional is 

I = -(6/5)log 7 - (9/5)log 2 = -3.5827 (123) 

Assume the nominal functions 

x« l/(l + t), y = 2/(2 + 5t) (124) 

u = 10 , v — 10 (125) 

TT 
= 1/2 (126) 

which are consistent with the differential equations (114) and the boundary con¬ 

ditions (116)-(117), but violate the nondifferential constraint (115). Since these 

nominal functions do not constitute a feasible solution, the algorithm starts with 

a restoration phase. After a total of N = 8 iterations the algorithm has con¬ 

verged to the required accuracy. Tables 4-6 show the convergence history, the 
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optimal control variables, and the optimal state variables, respectively. 



N 

0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
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8 
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Table 4. Convergence history for Example 4.2. 

Phase P Q I 

Rest 0.4949 E+02 
Rest 0.2815 E+00 
Rest 0.2714 E-02 
Rest 0.1816 E-05 
Grad 0.1601 E-ll 
Rest 0.1384 E-04 
Grad 0.3010 E-09 
Rest 0.2704 E-07 
Grad 0.4544 E-14 

-20.0000 
- 5.3148 
- 3.7703 
- 3.5762 

0.1548 E-01 -3.5710 
- 3.5942 

0.5002 E-03 -3.5824 
- 3.5831 
- 3.5827 0.3640 E-04 
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Table 5. Optimal control variables for Example 4.2. 

t U V 

0.0 3.0000 3.0000 
0.1 2.7126 2.4145 
0.2 2.4852 2.0146 
0.3 2.2971 1.7248 
0.4 2.1369 1.5059 
0.5 1.9976 1.3356 
0.6 1.8747 1.2002 
0.7 1.7646 1.0909 
0.8 1.6648 1.0018 
0.9 1.5734 0.9285 
1.0 1.4889 0.8681 

TT =? 0.5000 

Table 6. Optimal state variables for Example 4.2. 

t X y 

0.0 1.0000 1.0000 
0.1 0.9090 0.8000 
0.2 0.8333 0.6666 
0.3 0.7692 0.5714 
0.4 0.7142 0.5000 
0.5 0.6666 0.4444 
0.6 0.6250 0.4000 
0.7 0.5882 0.3636 
0.8 0.5555 0.3333 
0.9 0.5263 0.3076 
1.0 0.5000 0.2857 
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5. Summary 

An algorithm has been developed to solve optimal control problems in 

the presence of equality nondifferential constraints. In order to facilitate num¬ 

erical integrations, the algorithm has been constructed based on an interval of 

integration of unit length. This has been done without loss of generality. 

The algorithm is composed of a sequence of cycles, each cycle con¬ 

sisting of two phases, a gradient phase and a restoration phase. The objective 

of each cycle is to decrease the functional I while satisfying the constraints to 

the predetermined accuracy of (26-1). 

The gradient phase involves a single iteration and is designed to de¬ 

crease the augmented functional J while satisfying the constraints to first order. 

During this iteration, the gradient is projected onto the tangential hyperplane of 

the constraints, and a step is taken in the négative direction iof the projection. The 

gradient phase is started only when the nominal functions x(t), u(t), IT satisfy 

—the constraints (13)-(15) within the preselected accuracy of (26-1). When this 

occurs, the nominal functions are used to compute the vectors f , f , f and the 

matrices çp^, cp^, çp^ and S^, S^, along the interval of integration and to evaluate 

the vectors g ,g and the matrices ilr , 4 at the final time t = 1. The linear, 

two-point boundary-value problem (59)-(65) is then solved by the method of 

particular solutions with 0=1, In this way, the functions A(t), B(t), C are ob¬ 

tained. Using these functions, the gradient stepsize is computed in accordance 

with Section 3.5. The perturbations Ax(t), Au(t), ATT are then determined from 

Eq. (28). Finally, the varied functions are calculated from Eq. (27). 
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At the end of the gradient phase, the constraint error (23) is computed. 

If Ineq. (26-1) is satisfied, the restoration phase is bypassed and the next cycle 

of the algorithm is started, using the varied functions of the previous gradient 

iteration for nominal functions. Otherwise, the restoration phase is begun. 

The restoration phase involves one or more iterations and is designed 

to restore the constraints to a level compatible with (26-1). Each iteration is 

designed to decrease the constraint error P while minimizing the norm of the 

variations of the control and the parameter. In achieving constraint satisfaction, 

quasilinearization (Newton's method) is employed. 

For the first restorative iteration the nominal functions are identical 

with the varied functions of the previous gradient iteration. For any subsequent 

restorative iteration the nominal functions are identical with the varied functions 

of the previous restorative iteration. In either case, the nominal functions 

satisfy condition (15-1) but violate conditions (13)-(14), (15-2). 

These nominal functions are used to compute the vector x - <p, the 

vector S, and the matrices çp^, çp^, cp^ and S^, S^, along the interval of integra¬ 

tion and to evaluate the vector to and the matrices A , ik at the final time t = 1. 
Y YX TT 

The linear, two-point boundary-value problem (59)-(65) is then solved by the 

method of particular solutions with P = 0. In this way, the functions A(t), B(t), 

C are obtained. Using these functions, the restoration stepsize is computed in 

accordance with Section 3.5. The perturbations Ax(t), &u(t), £rr are then deter¬ 

mined from Eq. (28). Finally, the varied functions are calculated from Eq. (27). 

At the end of each restorative iteration, the constraint error (23) is 

computed. If Ineq. (26-1) is still violated, one or more restorative iterations 
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are performed until Ineq. (26-1) is satisfied. Once this occurs, the functional 

(12) Is evaluated. If Ineq. (84) is satisfied, the next cycle of the algorithm is 

started. If not, the previous gradient phase is returned to and the previous gradient 

stepsize a is bisected until, after restoration, Ineq. (84) is satisfied, g 
The above bisection procedure is guaranteed to lead to satisfaction of 

Ineq. (84). This is due to the fact that the gradient corrections are of 0(a ) 
g 

2 
while the restoration corrections are of 0(a ). g 

At the end of each cycle, the error in the optimality conditions (24) is 

computed. The algorithm is terminated whenever Ineqs. (26-1) and (26-2) are 

satisfied simultaneously. 

It should be remarked that the algorithm can be started with nominal 

functions satisfying condition (15-1) but violating conditions (13),(14),(15-2). If 

Ineq. (26-1) is satisfied, the algorithm starts with a gradient phase. If Ineq. 

(26-1) is violated, the algorithm starts with a restoration phase. 

A final remark, concerning the solution of the linear, two-point boundary- 

value problem should be made. For given values A, C, X gelations (60) and (62) 

constitute a system of m + k equations in the m + k components of the vectors 

B and p. The system admits a unique solution providing 

= (-l)k det [ETE ] f 0 u u 

where I denotes the m x n identity and O denotes the k x k null matrix. 

Two numerical examples were solved. In each example, the results 

agreed very closely with the analytical solution. 

det 

E u 

T E O u 
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